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Government needs to revisit
their policies for the tumbling
Pakistani Auto Industry
Industry forecast claims to witness a drastic drop (4060%) in the automobile sales for the year 2019/20, leading
to thousands of people being jobless. With the ongoing
inflation in the country and the Dollar to Rupee rate
depreciating fast, Pakistan appears to fall into an abyss of
poverty and hopelessness.
Initially, the auto sector sales were predicted to increase
in the next two years, however, after the budget was
announced, every sector in the country took a hit as the
tax policies were further tightened. Production costs
increased and so did the car prices leading to lesser
sales.
Pakistan highly depends on importing reconditioned vehicles
and its parts, therefore causing a huge outflow of foreign
currency. This has become an increasingly expensive
practice for the country as the Dollar rate is appreciating
like anything, affecting the country’s purchasing power.
The taxes are adversely affecting the high-end income
groups who were now reluctant to buy a car, claimed exchairman of Pakistan Association of Automotive
Parts and Accessories Manufacturers (PAAPAM).
Car and LCV sales went down by 7% during the last fiscal
year to 240,335 units compared to the previous year. And
there has been a drastic cut in tractor production as well.
With more and more taxes being levied, major revisions
have been done in the manufacturing plan by the main
players and new entrants, skyrocketing the car prices.
Furthermore, 5% Advance Customs Duty (ACD) on all raw
materials and imposition of 2.5-7.5% Federal Excise Duty
(FED) has been announced leading to major automobiles
companies like Atlas Honda and Indus Motors to shut down
their car production and lay off employees due to a declining
sales trend.
Sources said “Toyota in tandem resorted to laying off
hundreds of employees after such adverse effects.”
One of the top manufacturers of autoparts highlighted that
the bigger problem with dollar-rupee parity was uncertainty
and volatility, hurting sentiments in auto-industry the most.
He further insisted that the government must withdraw
taxes and duty announced in budget 2019-20, as they
would do more harm than good.
Another serious issue confronting the auto parts industry
is that their part prices are not increasing as rapidly as the
rupee devaluations or as quick as the cars, motorcycle or
tractor manufacturers raised their own selling prices.
Apart from these costs auto-sector also has to face the
inconsistent and irrational government policies. Furthermore,
overnight changes, lack of long term vision and thorough
research before policy division and improvisation is also
impeding growth of the sector.
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Exclusive Article by Ali Hassan

Confusion grips auto market
over WT on bikes, rickshaws

Under the Finance Bill 2019-2020,
withholding tax has been imposed on
all the vehicles including motorcycles
and auto rickshaws.
However, as per media reports, the
Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has
denied imposing any taxes and duties
on two wheelers and rickshaws.
Chairman Association of Pakistan
Motorcycle Assemblers (APMA),
Mohammad Sab ir She ik h sai d
technically the FBR should write official
letter urgently to all Director Generals
of Provincial Excise and Taxation
Departments of all provinces in order
to remove confusion regard ing
imposition of WT on bikes and auto
rickshaws.
He said the market people as well as
bike buyers are perturbed whether this
new tax has really been imposed or in
the process of being imposed in future.
Even, nobody knows about the WT
percentage.
On July 22, 2019, Lal Mohammad Khan,
Commissioner IR, FBR Karachi wrote
a letter to DG E&D Sindh regarding
imposition of WT on bikes and
rickshaws and DG E&D on July 24, 2019
replied to Mr Lal Mohammad Khan

regarding clarification about the WT.

Sabir said the correspondence between
FBR and E&D Sindh still awaits clarity
whether the WT has come into force or
not.
The Federal Board of Revenue has
rejected the reports that the government
has imposed withholding taxes
amounting tens of thousands of rupees
on auto-rickshaws and motorbikes,
calling such news baseless.
The FBR spokesperson has issued a
statement in this regard, stating that as
per the Income Tax Ordinance 2001,
taxes are levied on cars. Moreover, the
FBR has not raised the existing taxes
imposed on motor vehicles under
Sections 231B, i.e., advance tax on

private motor vehicles and 234, tax on
motor vehicles under the Income Tax
Ordinance 2001.
The statement maintained that the FBR
is not planning to impose taxes on
mot orbi kes or aut o- ri ckshaws.
“Government will provide every facility
it can to the lower-income group,” the
Board said.
The statement came in response to the
speculations circulating on media that
the FBR has slapped withholding tax on
motorbikes and the auto-rickshaws after
which the registration fee has exceeded
Rs 20,000.
“WT issue is really causing anxiety
among bike dealers, assemblers and
more importantly the consumers. The
federal government should clear the
dust immediately,” Sabir demanded.
According to a letter sent by the Federal
Bureau of Revenue to the Sindh Excise
and Taxation Department on July 22,
the Board has strictly asked to collect
the withholding tax on rickshaws and
bikes coupled.
According to details, the registration fee
of motorcycles and rickshaws will be
i ncr eas ed s ig ni fi can t ly as th e
withholding tax goes into effect.

Ministry of Industry
Government of Pakistan
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The current registration fee of a
motorcycle is Rs 3,400, but it will be
increased to Rs 20,900, whereas for
rickshaws, the current registration fee
of Rs 3,100 will be raised to Rs 10,750
after the imposition of the tax.
It is not clear as to why such a decision
has been taken which would directly hit
the consumers who are already
burdened with rising food inflation, high
utility bills and soaring petroleum prices.
However, this will create further
financial issues for the poverty-stricken
masses who rely on motorcycles and
rickshaws as their primary means of
transportation on the daily basis.
APMA chief said the bike users mainly
belong to lower income group while auto
rickshaws are also owned by common
men whose income is limited. In many
cases, some two to three people have
made joint investment to purchase
rickshaws to earn their bread and butter
as one individual cannot afford costly
rickshaws.
He said 70 per cent of sales of rickshaws
and bikes out of total sales are being
managed through installments basis
owing to cash crunch problems with the
buyers amid rising cost of living.
“The amount of WT projected to
increase to Rs 20,000 is the amount
which buyers pay in advance to the
government. They do not have enough
money or Rs 10,000 in hand to book
bike on monthly installment,” he said.
After WT news, sales of bikes and
rickshaws have slowed down and this
situation would rule the market unless
the FBR fully settles the issue through
clarification issued to DG E&D of all
provinces.
Prior to WT issue, the sales of two and
three wheelers have already shown a
mixed trend in FY19. Sales of Honda
bikes fell to 1.114 million units versus
1.150 million in FY18 while those of
Suzuki and Yamaha rose to 23,352 and
23,610 units from 21,724 and 21,810
units respectively. United Auto
Motorcycles sold 364,614 units versus

405,982 units, while DYL Motorcycles
and Ravi bikes sales stood at 3,446 and
27,125 as compared to 5,703 and 29,658
units.
As per figures of Pakistan Automotive
Manufacturers Association (PAMA), the
production and sales figures of Road
Prince Motorcycles and Three Wheelers
for June 2019 had been missing in the
PAMA’s website. Despite that, Road
Prince bike and three wheeler sales in
FY19 stood at 149,036 and 10,784 units
as compared to 219,349 and 12,291
units. Surprisingly, March and April

to June in 2018 was also nil which
means either the plant has been shut
down or production has been suspended
for some reasons from January 2018 till
to date.
Qingqi bike and three wheeler sales had
also remained dismal as only 117 units
of bikes were sold in FY19 versus 332
units while three wheeler sales plunged
to 20,405 from 25,286 units in
FY18.
According to Economic Survey 20182019, the two/three wheelers sector also
failed to show normal growth, it rather

Chinese companies, which are already not performing
well, may face new problems as they had never fallen
in the organized sector. Now they need to follow the
taxation system and that is why these assemblers are
now in big trouble as compared to well organized Honda,
Yamaha and Suzuki in which Honda and Yamaha are
also listed at the Pakistan Stock Exchange.
2018 figures of Road Prince Three
Wheeler had remained nil in PAMA
figures.
Sazgar and United three-wheeler sales
stood at 15,845 and 11,666 as compared
to 21,978 and 12,642 units.
As per PAMA’s data, Hero bike
assembler had not provided production
and sales figures in FY19. Hero
production and sales data from January

dropped off production by 5.8 per cent
during July-March FY19. These vehicles
cater to lower income group, hence, are
extremely price sensitive. Still, this
sector offers most preferred and
economical means of transport and best
alternative in the absence of public
transport in the cities and thus holds a
dependable and continued potential for
growth in the coming years, the Survey

Chairman Association of Pakistan Motorcycle
Assemblers (APMA), Mohammad Sabir Sheikh said
technically the FBR should write official letter
urgently to all Director Generals of Provincial Excise
and Taxation Departments of all provinces in order
to remove confusion regarding imposition of WT on
bikes and auto rickshaws.
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said.
Sabir said the Sindh government has
already increased registration fees up
to Rs 500 on 70cc-125cc bikes while the
fee has been doubled for 150cc.
The registration fee of 150cc was one
per cent of invoice value. If the invoice
value is Rs 200,000 then the fee comes
to Rs 2,000. Now, the registration fee
is two per cent of invoice value which
means Rs 200,000 bike amounts to Rs
4,000.
The lifetime motor vehicle tax on 150cc
was Rs 1,500 as compared to current
rate of Rs 3,000, while number plate
fee was Rs 300 versus current rate of
Rs 500.
Book charges are also Rs 500 and after
adding bribe the registration cost of
150cc bikes swells to Rs 10,000 as
against Rs 4,700 last year.
In case WT is also implemented, then
the WT on 150cc bike at the rate of 15
per cent will equal to Rs 30,000, making
a cumulative impact of Rs 40,000 after
adding Rs 10,000 (Sindh government
tax).
Increase in WT tax would further dent
the already laggard sales of bikes and
three wheelers, he feared urging the
government to refrain from imposing
f urther taxes on common men
transportation.
On future of bike in FY20, Sabir said
after steep rise in prices of cars, some
buyers of 660cc-1,600cc vehicles may
prefer heavy bikes of famous brands like
Yamaha, Suzuki and Honda (150cc).

Chinese companies, which are already
not performing well, may face new
problems as they had never fallen in the
organized sector. Now they need to
follow the taxation system and that is
why these assemblers are now in big
trouble as compared to well organized
Honda, Yamaha and Suzuki in which
Honda and Yamaha are also listed at
the Pakistan Stock Exchange.
Bike prices, which had remained under
pressure due to rupee devaluation
against the dollar coupled with
imposition of new taxes, may see more
price increases from the assemblers as
high localization has so far proved in
effective and the assemblers will
continue to jack up prices on excuse of

rupee-dollar rate.
Bike assemblers had increased prices
by at least eight to nine times from
January 2018 onwards. One US dollar
was equal to Rs 110 in January 2018 as
compared to current rate of 158. Three
wheelers prices had also gone too high
on rupee-dollar parity.
However, price sensitiveness to
exchange rate is surprising when
Pakistan Association of Automotive
Parts and Accessories Manufacturers
(PAAPAM) proudly claim in its website

of achieving 78 per cent localization in
three wheelers and 92 per cent in two
wheeler manufacturing.
Sabir said time has come that the
government should expedite its efforts
to bring in electric bikes in the country
and encourage its local assembly with
tax and duties incentives. This is the
only solution to curb soaring import bill
of petroleum products, persistent rise
in bike prices on account of rupee-dollar
parity and high taxes and duties on two
wheelers, he added.

Sabir said the Sindh government has already increased
registration fees up to Rs 500 on 70cc-125cc bikes
while the fee has been doubled for 150cc.
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Regal Automobiles Industries
Limited launches its First
3S Dealership in Lahore
Newly opened 3S (Sales, Service, Spares) dealership
offering complete range of light commercial, passenger
and SUV range andwill deliver full aftersales and
technical support services to PRINCEcustomers.
Focus on ‘Customer First’ to bring the “Best-in-Town”
product & service experience closer to customers.
Regal Automobiles Industries Limited
(RAIL) officially inaugurated its 1st state
of the art full-fledged 3S mega dealership
"PRINCE AUTO CARE" in the heart of
Lahore located at 22-Abbot Road,
adjacent to Montgomery Market on July
08, 2019 to provide better facilities for
the increasing number of PRINCE
customers in the Lahore and its nearby
areas. The newly unveiled facility in
Lahore, Prince Auto Care is wellequipped with ultra-modern amenities
manned by skilled, well-trained &
enthusiastic sales and service team,
to ensure every customer has the

most enjoyable and hassle-free car
buying & owning experience with
PRINCE.
Inaugurated by Shiekh Tanveer Ahmed,
CEO – RAIL, Shiekh Adeel Ahmed,
Managing Director(RAIL) along with
Mr. Muhammad Hamid Khan & Mr.
Furqan Arshad, Dealer Principals –
Prince Auto Care, the newly unveiled
facility catering to the customers in
Lahore.This PRINCE3S Dealership
brings quality and convenience to more
customers in Lahore and further
reaffirms its commitment to providing
quality and comprehensive services to

its loyal customers.
In addition to retailing the entire range
of PRINCE-DFSK products in Pakistan,
the new dealership is fully stocked to
facilitate distinctive experience to
customers with services like Express
Maintenance, Body & Paint Repair and
other Value Added Services. PRINCE
has employed its unique customer
centric initiative of Best-in-Town to
achieve the BEST with INNOVATIONS.
This is the company’s road ahead to offer
the most remarkable experience to
its customers in achieving customer
delight.
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Bumpy ride ahead for car
assemblers barring Suzuki

Amid a turbulent period for IMC and HACL ahead,
Pak Suzuki Motor Company Limited (PSMCL) has given
a ray of hope to its vendors by neither cutting production
nor resorting to plant shutdown in weekdays
in July-December-2019
The first month of FY20 may end on a
depressing note for Indus Motor
Company (IMC) and Honda Atlas Cars
Limited (HACL) who were forced to
slow down their production amid unsold
stocks, low arrival of new orders,
massive price hike, high interest rate
and new budgetary measures.
Contrary to this, a new Korean auto
giant was happier in thanking customers
for their overwhelming response to
its newly launched KIA Sportage
SUV.
The first assembler to shake up the auto
sector was HACL, ceasing production
of vehicles from July 12-21, 2019 coupled
with already observing Saturday as a
holiday for the last two and half months.
HACL’s sales have been under pressure

since January, following non-filer issue
coupled with the imposition of 10 per
cent Federal Excise Duty (FED) on
Honda Civic which holds 40pc share in
total HACL sales. The government in
Budget 2019-2020 has levied FED in
the range of 2.5-7.5 per cent on vehicles
of various engine power.
Since January, Honda has been
producing around 160 vehicles per day,
down from 220 per day prior to that
month.
The government has further dented the
auto industry with additional taxes and
duties in new Budget such as five per
cent additional customs duty on
imported parts coupled with new rates
of FED. Car prices had gone too high
due to the said changes in duties and

taxes as well as persistent rupee
d evaluation against the dollar.
IMC had also decided not to roll out
vehicles for eight days of July besides
already observing two off Saturdays.
IMC official attributed the lackluster
business trend to consumers’ reluctance
in purchasing vehicles following steep
rise in prices, fresh taxes and duties in
budget and high interest rates.
However, another hike interest rate to
13.25 per cent may further cut the
already low share of auto financing in
total sales.
Besides, the business and trading
community has also curtailed their
buying of new cars following their strikes
and protests in July coupled with
shutdown of many industries including
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IMC and HACL may not be happy after PSMCL’s ambitious production
plans in July-December and they may put pressure on Pak Suzuki to
reverse their production plans for painting a grim picture of auto sales.
Hopefully, Suzuki, if it is sincere, will not resort to any pressure
tactics from IMC and HACL.
textile processing mills. However,
according to a group of traders, that
resorted to shut down, said many issues
related to trading community are still
unresolved, while another group, who
opened the markets, said that they were
engaged with government officials for
resolving the issues. It means that
buying of new vehicles from business
community may remain slow till the
matter is resolved. The CNIC issues still
haunts the traders.
Barring bus segment, the country’s auto
sector ended the fiscal year 2018-19 on
a dismal note despitearrival of some
new models including Suzuki Alto 660cc
car, JAC and D-Max pickups from
existing and new manufacturers.
Under an unfriendly market condition,
Toyota Corolla, Suzuki Cultus and
WagonR performed relatively better but
failed to arrest the overall decline in
auto sales which fell to 207,630 units;
down 4.2 per cent compared to 216,789
in FY18.
Total sales of Toyota Corolla, Suzuki
Cultus and WagonR reached to 56,720,
22,763 and 32,614 units in FY19
compared to 51,412, 20,483 and 29,206
units.
Slump in Suzuki Mehran and Bolan
sales, which usually made up for the
largest chunk of country’s total auto
sales, made a significant impact.
PSMC had shut down production of
Mehran’s two models – one in
November 2018 and second in April
2019, thus plunging Mehran sales to
31,981 units from 46,221 followed by
drop in Bolan volumes to 17,628 units
versus 21,738 in FY18.
Production of the most anticipated
model Suzuki Alto started off with 1,472
units in July while sales in the same
month stood at 1,685 units. Market
reports suggest that PSMCL has received
high booking orders for Alto 660cc
especially fully loaded version.
Honda Civic/City sales declined to
39,189 units from 42,810 while Suzuki
Swift sales inched up to 5,050 units from
4,916.
Sales of buses — Hino, Master and Isuzu
— improved to 935 units from 762, while
truck sales, dubbed as country’s

barometer for economic activity, fell to
5,823 units from 9,331 in FY18.
Toyota Fortuner and Honda BR-V sales
came down to 2,609 and 5,045 units
respectively compared to 4,186 and
8,684 units.
D-Max vehicle production began from
February and total FY19 sales stood at
400 units.
Tractor sales plummeted on the back of
decline in agriculture growth as Fiat and
Massey Ferguson sold 17,993 and 32,018
units respectively compared to 27,839
and 42,707 units in FY18.
In two and three wheelers segment, sales
of Honda bikes fell to 1.114 million units
versus 1.150 million in FY18 while
Suzuki and Yamaha sales rose to 23,352
and 23,610 units from 21,724 and 21,810
units.
Sazgar and United three-wheeler sales
stood at 15,845 and 11,666 as compared
to 21,978 and 12,642 units.
Auto analysts believe the sector would
continue to face headwinds from existing
macro environment where FY20 auto
sales may come down by 15 per cent to
stand at 203,000 units.
They said the total auto sector’s sales
declined by 9 per cent year-on-year in
FY19 to 1.76 million units due to rupee’s
decline against the dollar by 31pc,
restriction on non-filer customers in
1HFY19, rise in interest rates to 12.25
per cent and multiple price hikes by
manufactures during the year.
Trucks sales slumped mainly on account

of decline in infrastructure and
commercial activities coupled with
shrinking economic activity.
Amid a turbulent period for IMC and
HACL ahead, Pak Suzuki Motor
Company Limited (PSMCL) has given
a ray of hope to its vendors by neither
cutting production nor resorting to plant
shutdown in weekdays in JulyDecember, 2019.
It is a good news for the customers as
well as PSMCL holds over 50 per cent
market share which also means that
vending industry is equally dependent
on Suzuki vehicles’ production.
PSMCL, while sharing its production
plans for July-December, informed
vendors that it would roll out over
76,000 units in the second half of
current year, compared to 60,000 units
in the first half of 2019.
The management had assured vendors
that the production targets of 2019 are
same as those fixed at the start of year.
It also said there is no need to worry as
the company has got a big opportunity
to fill the vacuum of used small cars
whose imports had been curbed by the
government through various measures
from January on wards.
Vendors said PSMC had the advantage
of making low-priced cars on which FED
imposed in Budget 2019-20 is also low
compared to high end models being
produced by Toyota and Honda where
the impact of FED is higher.
IMC and HACL may not be happy after
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PSMCL’s ambitious production plans in
July-December and they may put
pressure on Pak Suzuki to reverse their
production plans for painting a grim
picture of auto sales. Hopefully, Suzuki,
if it is sincere, will not resort to any
pressure tactics from IMC and HACL.

Few months back, the vendors and
assemblers misguided the government
through their print media campaign
regarding massive production cuts and
threat of workers’ lay off but the FY19
did not end up horribly as anticipated
by the vendors and assemblers which
were further justified with brisk sales of
WagonR, new Cultus, Corolla and sales
of some leading two wheeler makers.
Contrary to this, IMC has revised its
assembly plan on July 10 for all its
vehicles and would now assemble 3,521
units in July, instead of 5,061 as earlier
planned on July 3.
In terms of overall units, Corolla’s
production would drop to 2,890, from
4,430 in the current month.
A Toyota vendor, on condition of
anonymity, said the company would
make total 3,850 units instead of 5,307
for August. Corolla’s production is
estimated at 3,320 instead of 4,650
units.
IMC aims assembly of 4,101 units in
September as against 4,818 out of which
Corolla production is planned at 3,500
versus 4,217 units.
The company plans to roll out 4,101
units in September as against the initial
plan of 4,818 while Corolla volume
would sink to 3,500, from 4,217.
Similarly, October target has been
revised downward to 4,320, from 5,990
of which the expected Corolla
production is down to 3,700, from 5,298
units.
An authorized dealer of Toyota gave a
dismal sales picture, saying only one to
two vehicles are being booked on a daily
basis as against five to six vehicles in
previous months. “The situation is
almost the same in other Toyota
showrooms,” he claimed.
Market is also abuzz with news that IMC
would roll out Toyota Yaris 1,300cc as
a replacement for Corolla XLI and GLI
either in the last quarter of 2019 or early
next year.
Previously, the company had planned
to introduce Toyota Vios but has
changed its plan.
Toyota vendors, who asked not to be
named, said the parts making for Yaris
has already commenced. They said they

would supply parts to IMC hopefully by
November and December so that Yaris
could come out from the assembly plant
either by January or February 2020.
Vendors hoped rolling out of Yaris either
by end of this year or early 2020 with
no change in plan yet despite a difficult
period in terms of sales started from
July. Vendors have already started parts
development of Yaris.
The above gloomy production outlook
in the auto sector especially in IMC and
HACP may not augur well for the staffers
and workers especially in the vendor
industry which has been notorious in
offloading workers in case of falling
orders from the assemblers.
Permanent staffers and workers are a
bit relaxed but daily wagers and
contractual workers in the vendor
industry will suffer.
Except for some, the new investors or
entrants must be upset over the hovering
dark clouds on the auto sector in which
buyers are shying away from lifting high
engine power vehicles due to their
unaffordable prices coupled with
government’s measures to scrutinize the
income and imposing fresh taxes.
A report that Hyundai Nishat Motors
may wind up its new project owing to
abrupt changes in tax policy caused a
stir in the auto sector but the company
immedi at ely clarified that “it s
manufacturing project in Pakistan is in
full swing, regardless of the current taxpolicy changes. There are no changes in
its intention to manufacture locally, so
the company officially refutes any
rumors in this regard.”
This is not the one incidence as the auto
sector watchers are still skeptical over
no progress in Renault-Al Futtaim
project as they believe it may not
materialize in future due to various tax
issues and changing market dynamics.
Only the Pakistani government is
playing safe on this project otherwise Al
Futtaim and Renault have so far been
tight lipped. Sources said that people
associated with this project say that
“everything relating to the project is at
standstill.”
Besides, market is also quiet over any
news from other new entrants (green
field investors) relating to the current
status of their projects while Master
Motors Limited has so far been quite
active in unveiling its new plans in the
media.
If FED, rupee devaluation and other
taxes continue to exist then there is a

Monthly AutoMark International
possibility that some more new entrants
may ponder in pulling back from
Pakistan because of unfeasible project
cost and tight future sale prospects.
However, market is now wide open after
persistent declining trend in arrival of
three year’s old vehicles which means
that the market has a vacuum of 70,00080,000 used cars that need to be filled
by the new and existing players.
According to Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS), import of new and used
cars shrank by 51 per cent in FY19 to
$222 million. The PBS auto import
figures hold over 95 per cent share of
used cars.
Market watchers are also surprised over
Kia Lucky Motor’s intention to take the
market by storm as t he rupee
devaluation against the dollar must have
shaken its project cost and the company
had to revise prices up on rupee-dollar
parity.
Sportage may lure buyers of Toyota
Revo, Hilux and Fortuner whose prices
had gone beyond the reach. Kia’s Picanto
1,000cc may face a tough time in view
of competitive price of Suzuki Alto 660cc
and market leaders like new Cultus and
WagonR.
At a time when car and bike assemblers
show their anxiety over current and
future sales trend – some two and four
wheeler companies have been regularly
taking their vendors and dealers to
foreign trips which a lay man hardly
understands if sales and production are
going down coupled with unpleasant
business environment after take over by
the PTI government. Perhaps these trips
are planned to change the mood of
vendors and dealers.
One can estimate huge travelling
expenses incurred on the vendors and
dealers who go in large numbers for a
seven to 10 days international trip. This
activity puts in doubt the hue and cry of
auto assemblers over low sales as
nobody knows where the companies are
managing these handsome expenditures
in providing fun to their vendors and
dealers.
As far as dealers especially car dealers
are concerned, they are charging over
300 per cent extra on service and tuning
from their customers. It is not clear
whether the companies have allowed
them to fleece the consumers or they
are doing on their own.
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TOPSUN GROUP OF COMPANIES
b. Multiple Assembly Lines

Introduction
The story of establishment of Topsun
Group of Companies dates back to1972,
when a pesticides retail shop was opened
in the suburbs of District Dera Ghazi
Khan, Punjab, Pakistan.The retail
shopwas transformed into a distribution
business of pesticides.This later paved
a path for Topsun Chemicals Enterprises
to be launched in the year 20112.
Topsun Chemicals has six subsidiaries
in the chemicals business namely:
a. Agro China Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd.
b. Sino Pak Chemicals
c. Impex Enterprises (Pvt) Ltd.
d. Sona Chemicals
e. Southern AG Pharma (Pvt) Ltd.
f. Herbicides Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd.
Besides this chemicals business, Topsun
Group launched one onlineshopping
company with the name of
“topsunbazar.com” and one automotive
company namely “Topsun Motors and
Engineering Services (Pvt) Ltd.” Though
this paper primarily focuses on
Automotive Project of Topsun Group, a
brief description of otherbusinesses is
also provided.

Topsun’s Automotive
Project
(Topsun Motors)
Topsun’s Plan to install the Automotive
Assembly Plant in Pakistan, andits
subsequent approval by the government
is nothing short of a giantleap in the
business history of the Group. Topsun
Motors was allotted Greenfield Category
for installation of Automotive Assembly
Unit ofChinese vehicles in Pakistan.
Salient Features of Automotive
Project of Topsun Group are as
under
a. Proposed Automotive Assembly Unit
Proposed Automotive Assembly Unit of
Topsun Motors will be amongst the
leading Automotive Assembly Units of
Pakistan.Planned over an area of 2,
20, 553 Squ are Meters, this
AutomotiveAssembly Unit will be the
able to meet automotive needs of
thecountry.

With capacity to house Assembly lines
for different models, thisAutomotive
Plant is undoubtedly going to help meet
automotive needs of the country.
c. Inclusion of Chinese Automotive
Giants in the Project
Chinese Automotive Companies have
joined this Project of Topsun Motors.
Each Automotive manufacturer will
contributetowards installation of
Assembly line of its models. Moreover,
theparticipating companies will provide
CBUs, CKDs and Spare Partsfor their
respective models. Complete technical
assistance alongwith technology transfer
within 5-7 years is also stipulated in
thejoint venture.

Current Status of the
Automotive Project
Project is successfully heading towards
its completion. Quite a few milestones
have been achieved however some of
them are still pending. We shall briefly
discuss the current status of the
project.
a. Allotment of Greenfield Category
as a result of continuous efforts of the
Project Leader and his team; Topsun
Motors was awarded Greenfield
Category by the governmentin July,
2018. The role of Chinese Partners of
Topsun Motors cannot be overlooked
as they generously provided appearance
patents oftheir products for submission
here in Pakistan. Topsun’s Chinese
Partners provided all that was needed
by the Topsun for approval of the
project. That’s how the biggest milestone
in the business history of Topsun Group
was achieved. Greenfield Category was
allotted to Topsun Motors in the light
of latest Automotive Policy (ADP-201621).
b. Ground Breaking of the Project
G ro u n d b re ak i ng o f To p s un’ s
Automotive Assembly will take place
shortly as 2,20,533 Square Meters of
land for the proposedAutomotive Plant
has been purchased by the company
andconstruction is underway at the site.

c. Import of Sample CBUs (For test
marketing)
After ground breaking, Topsun Motors
will be able to import 100Units of each
model at half of prevailing customs duty.
d. Construction of the factory building
Construction of the factory building is
in progress.
Inst allation of Assembly Lines
After completion of factory building, key
assembly linesequipment will be
installed with the technical consent of
theparticipant companies.

Trial Production
After installation of assembly lines
equipment, trial productionis expected
to take place by second quarter of
2020.
e. Initial Production
Initial production is likely to start by the
end of year 2020.
f. Conclusion
In short, Topsun Motors’ Automotive
project is the largest AutomotiveProject
of Pakistan. Planned over an area of 2,
20,553 SquareMeters, this automotive
plant will be able to meet diverse
automotiveneeds of the country. Topsun
Motors and its Chinese Partnersintend
to have global reach with their products
after addressingrequirement of local
market.
Proposed Plant is being built 2, 20,553
Square Meters whose costis 2.5 Million
USD. A state of the art factory building
is planned tobe constructed which has
an estimated cost of 3 Million USD.
Key Assembly Line equipment will be
installed after completionof factory
building. Cost of key equipment and its
installation is 2.8-3.0 Million USD.
Two Chinese Automotive Companies
have joined this Project.
Total of three models will be locally
assembled albeit gradually.
Key The components that constitute
welding line, General Assembly Line,
WeldingEquipment Line, Coating Line
and testing lineGround Inspection of
the proposed site for factory, evaluation
of the construction layout Breaking (by
the EDB)
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Some light on light commercial
vehicle segment
Unfortunately 2019 is not a very good
year for the Economy of Pakistan, same
situation prevails in the automobile
industry. Specially the production of
light commercial vehicles decreased by
14.58 percent during July 2018 to April
2019 by going down from 25117units
last year to 21454 LCV’s during 201718.
However some new players were entered
in this arena during last two years i.e.
Mushtaq, Shahzore, Isuzu, T-King,
Forland, JAC, etc. etc. none of them
can make a prominent place in this
segment.

Seeking part of this market share, Dodge
introduced a 3/4-ton pickup with cab
and body constructed entirely of wood
in 1924. In 1925, Ford followed up with

1932. During the
Second World War,
the United States
government halted
the production of
p ri v a t e ly o w ne d
pickup trucks.
1950s, consumers
began purchasing
pickups for lifestyle rather than
utilitarian reasons.Car-like, smoothsid ed , fender less tru cks were
introduced, such as the Chevrolet Fleet
side, the Chevrolet El Camino, the Dodge
Swept line, and in 1957, Ford's purpose-

In the early days of automobile
manufacturing, light commercial
vehicles were sold as a chassis only, and
third parties added bodies on top. In
1913, in the U.S, the Galion All steel
Body Company, an early developer of
the pickup and dump truck, built and
installed hauling boxes on slightly
modified Ford Model T chassis and from
1917 on the Model TT.

a Model T-based, steel-bodied, half-ton
with an adjustable tailgate and heavyduty rear springs.
It was replaced by the Model A which
had a cl osed - cab, safet y- glass
windshield, roll-up side windows and
three-speed transmission. In 1931,
Chevrolet produced its first factoryassembled pickup. Ford Australia
produced the first Australian "ute" in

built Style side. Pickups began to feature
comfort items such as power options
and air conditioning. Trucks became
more passenger oriented with the
introduction of crew cabs in the Toyota
Stout and the Hino Briska, was
introduced in 1962. Dodge followed with
a crew cab in 1963, Ford in 1965, and
General Motors in 1973.
Pakistan produced its first vehicle in
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1953 at the Gneral Motors plant which
was established in Karachi. They

Awami Autos. Awami autos tried to
develop a full indigenized light
commercial vehicle with the brand name
of “AWAMI PICKUP”. Unfortunately
this venture proved to be a failure and
production of this vehicle was
discontinued within a year.
In 1973 Awami Autos introduced “FORD
PICKUP” which was very successful and
become very much popular.
Dewan partnered with Korean brands
like Hyundai to produce its first vehicle
on January 15, 2000 which was one ton
loading capacity commercial pickup
namely Shahzore. The company received
an extraordinary response for its
Hyundai Shahzore model. Company
sales grew well until 2008 when it faced
various challenges. In 2009, automobile
production stopped. After a gap of three

(EDB)and is expected to resume vehicle
production from February 2018. On

introduced its Chevrolet Pickup which
was very popular in those times.
However the most popular light
commercial vehicle in Pakistan is Suzuki
Pickup which was first marketed in the
year 1967 and still the market leader in
their own segment.
In 1972, the Pakistan Automobile
Corporation (PACO) was formed. Many
companies were bought out or merged
into others. Ali Autos was renamed to

years, Dewan Motors produced a few
hundred shahzore in fiscal year 2014
and 2015 based on its old inventory.
Dewan Motors in October 2016
announced that the company would
start assembling vehicles in 2017
again.
On 19 January 2018, Dewan Farooque
Motors announced it has received
approval for its Brownfield plant from
the Engineering Development Board

February 25, 2018 Dewan launched a
cargo pickup truck under the popular
Shehzore nameplate in collaboration
with Daehan.Unfortunately this new
version of Shahzore was not accepted
by the Pakistani consumer and the plant
was again closed.
Still Pakistani commercial pickup
segment is having a lot of players but
still the market leader in this segment
in Suzuki.
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Automobile sector stares at
40-60pc skid in sales,
150,000 job cuts
Automobile sales may witness a steep
downslide of 40-60 percent in fiscal year
2019/20, rendering about 150,000
people jobless, industry forecast
suggests.
Auto industry had forecasted to increase
its sales to 0.3 million by 2021 and half
a million units
by 2022; however, changes in the policy,
new taxes with increasing input cost and
unpredictable surge in rupee-dollar
parity resulted in jacking up car prices,
which ultimately cut down sales.
Industry sales tumbled against its
forecast for the last three months.
Similarly, the car and LCV sales went
down by 7 percent during the last fiscal
to 240,335 units from the previous
year.
There has been a drastic cut in tractor
production also. But more worryingly,
the downslide is not stopping in nearto-medium term at least, say market
insiders.
From one of the best performing sectors
in recent years to the currently bleak
scenario, the industry has been
prompted to make major revisions in
manufacturing plan by the main players
and new entrants.
It is based on these factors pointing to
40 percent cut in present level of
manufac tur ing that industry
representatives on condition of
anonymity point to 100,000 to 150,000
job losses within a year.
As an important indicator, the growth
of the auto sector reflects progress of
the whole economy.
Keeping in view, many believe that the
nosedive in auto manufacturing is not
an economic slowdown as being
anticipated earlier, but a meltdown of
the national economy.
The major contributing factors in
unprecedented fall in vehicle sales are
massive devaluation, new duties and
taxes and high energy and interest rates.
The levy of duty in budget 2019-20 is
however being termed as
counterproductive.

Industry cannot bear the huge impact
of five percent Advance Customs Duty
(ACD) on all raw materials and
imposition of 2.5-7.5 percent Federal
Excise Duty (FED), which have badly
affected sales and forced major players
of the industry to halt production.
Hike in input cost pushed car prices up
and resultantly decreased sales. This
compelled Honda Atlas to shut down its
plant for 10 days with piled up
inventories of 2,000 units. Similarly,
Indus Motor Company was also
planning to stop car production for eight
days, two days every week, sources in
the industry said.
Another major player Pakistan Suzuki
Motor Company would take decisions
to reduce production after analysing
industry dynamics, market equilibrium
and sales trends that would determine
the booking orders during the present
month.
“It is predictable that Suzuki will also
take the same decisions as the overall
industry outlook will not change for
Suzuki, as Honda and Toyota in tandem
resorted to laying off hundreds of
employees after such adverse effects,”
sources said.
Talking about demand of auto industry
from the government to arrest ongoing
declining trend in vehicle sales, an
official working with a leading Sindhbased manufacturer said, government
should take back recent taxes imposed
on auto sector and tighten its control on
exchange rate.
He feared vehicles sales plunging 60
percent from earlier levels in the short
run. Regarding anticipation of industry
about imminent slump in demand, he
said auto industry knew that there
might be a slowdown, but such drastic
meltdown was definitely not being
anticipated.
A lmas Hyd er , on e of the t op
manufacturers of autoparts said present
sluggish trend in vehicles
sales has been contrary to earlier
projections and poses completely new

challenges to the industry. Especially,
cost escalation due to huge depreciation
has been bey ond imagi nati on,
rendering industry clueless as far as
curbing costs was concerned.
Hyder added that the bigger problem
with dollar-rupee parity was uncertainty
and volatility, hurting sentiments in
auto-industry the most. He demanded
the government to withdraw taxes
and duty announced in budget 201920, as these proved counter productive.
Tax collection would not increase as
sales were already plummeting due to
increase in prices. “The prudent way is
to rationalise tax rates to help increase
sales by reducing cost of production of
auto industry,” he said.
A CFO working with a new entrant in
the manufacturing arena said if the
government was committed to facilitate
the industry, there should be some major
decisions, including withdrawing ACD
on all imports and FED on assembled
cars. Moreover, for the growth of the
industry Auto Industry Development
Programme (AIDP) 2016-21 should be
followed in letter and spirit so the
industry could predict and plan
accordingly. One after another policy
shift could never produce positive
results.
Restriction on used vehicles import has
been nullified d ue to negati ve
developments relating to cost of
production, he observed on condition
of anonymity.
Nabeel Hashmi, one of the leading
vendors of export-quality auto parts,
expressed serious concerns on up to 35
to 40 percent decline in sales of 1300cc
or above engine vehicles. This
category was a benchmark for the sector
and any dent in these sales was not a
good omen for the entire industry.
However, he noted lower CC vehicles
have not shown such a drop yet.
Probably the current taxation drive was
adversely affecting the high-end income
groups who
were now reluctant to buy a car, said
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Honda Atlas’ profit falls
77pc in Q1
Honda Atlas Cars Pakistan Ltd’s (HCAR)
profit sharply fell to Rs241.71 million
for the first quarter ended June 30, 2019
from Rs1.05 billion in the corresponding
period a year earlier, a bourse filing said
on last week.
The profit translated into earnings per
share (EPS) of Rs1.69 for the April-June
quarter compared to EPS of Rs7.36 in
the corresponding quarter a year earlier.
The company didn’t announce any
final cash dividend for the quarter.
Analyst Hammad Akram at Topline
Securities said significant decline in
earnings was mainly due to massive
reduction of 25 percent year-on-year in
quarterly revenue.
HCAR recorded net revenue of Rs17.88
billion in Q1 compared to Rs23.85 billion
in the corresponding quarter a year

earlier.
Akram said revenue was down as
volumetric sales of the company
declined 33 percent year-onyear during
the April-June period. Overall units sold
during the quarter were 8,346 units
versus 12,481 in the same period last
year. Sales of Civic and City were
recorded at 6,980 units, while
BR-V’s sales stood at 1,366 units.
Different variants of HCAR witnessed
price increase in range of 8-23 percent
in the period under review compared to
previous quarters due to 14 percent
rupee devaluation in 1QMY20 and
imposition of 5 percent advance customs
duty on raw materials and federal excise
duty.
“Key risks to the company include
further rupee depreciation, slowdown

in economy and entry of new auto
players,” Akram said. Effective taxation
for HCAR clocked in at 32.1 percent in
1QFY2020 compared to 44 percent a
year earlier.
The company’s other income declined
61 percent year-on-year mainly due to
low income from bank deposits as the
company saw reduction in cash balance
in bank accounts after decline in
advance payments from customers.
Other expenses surged 113 percent yearon-year to Rs740
million due to higher exchange losses
in the period under review given
negative movement of
rupee against dollar and yen. Other
operating expenses increased more than
100 percent yearon-year due to
exchange losses.

Car imports post 51 percent decline in FY19
Motor vehicles import witnessed a
significant decline of 51 percent during
the fiscal year 2018/19, owing to
regulatory measures and massive
depreciation in the rupee value,
government data revealed.
The imports of used and old motor cars
declined to $222 million in the fiscal
year 2018/19, compared with $456.18
million in the preceding fiscal year,
according to the data released by the
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS).
Market analysts attributed the decline
to sharp depreciation in the rupee value,
which fell around 34 percent during the
fiscal year 2018/19.
Similarly, imposition of restrictions on
Customs clearance of motor vehicles
also played its part in the decline in
imports.
The ministry of commerce on January
15, 2019 issued SRO 52(I)/2019, stating
that all vehicles in new / used conditions
to be imported under transfer of
residence, personal baggage or under
gift scheme would pay the duty and taxes

from the foreign exchange arranged by
Pakistani nationals themselves or local
recipient supported by bank encashment
certificate showing conversion of foreign
remittance to local currency.
The ministry made it mandatory that
the remittance for payment of duties
and taxes would originate from the
account of Pakistani national sending
the vehicle from abroad and the
remittance would either be received in
the account of the Pakistani national
sending the vehicle from abroad or, in
case, his account is non-existent or
inoperative, in the account of his
family.
The import of used / old vehicles during
the month of June 2019 posted massive
decline of 83 percent to $5.5 million,
compared with $33.77 million in the
same month of the last year.
However, imports exhibited growth of
75 percent, compared with $3.14 million
in May 2019.
Sources in Pakistan Customs said the
clearance got momentum due to

measures announced in the Budget
2019/20.
The overall imports of vehicles in
Completely Built Unit (CBU) condition
fell 45 percent to $381 million in
2018/19, compared with $696.49
million in the preceding fiscal year.
The imports of heavy motorcycles
declined 26.6 percent to $4.2 million
during the year under review, compared
with $5.7 million in the preceding fiscal
year.
Likewise, the imports of Completely
Knock Down (CKD) condition vehicles
declined 5.57 percent to $$1.24 billion
in 2018/19, compared with $1.32 billion
in the preceding fiscal year.
The restriction on imported motor
vehicles and higher demand in locallyassembled vehicles increased the import
of CKD motor vehicles.
The import of CKD motor cars increased
1.16 percent to $818 million during the
year under review, compared with $809
million in the preceding fiscal year.

Hashmi, ex-chairman of Pakistan
Association of Automotive Parts and
Accessories Manufacturers (PAAPAM).
Auto parts’ vendors have reduced
working days and cut down to single
shift operations due to prevalent
negative sentiments, while replacement
and further hiring has also been
stopped.
Another serious issue confronting the

auto parts industry is that their part
prices are not being increased as rapidly
as the rupee devaluations or as quick as
the cars, motorcycle or tractor
manufacturers raised their own selling
prices. This delay is cutting their cash
flows seriously and may result in bank
defaults soon.
OEM’s should ease their price increase
rules and the government should help

the market utilise the now idle capacities
for export purposes, he stressed.
The auto parts domestic aftermarket
has t urne d st agn ant wi th t he
government-traders tussle,
he observed. Job losses were imminent
and in progress, he said, adding precise
estimate in this regard was too early to
suggest.
Courtesy: The News
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by Amara Aqsa

CKD Vs SKD operations
While most of the car lovers out there
always remain updated with the new car
models and their specification, however,
there is a lot more to know about behind
the scenes process.
Auto sector holds significant importance
in Pakistan, and generally in the whole
world. Technological innovations are
playing a major role in generating epic
and beyond human thinking featured
cars.
Though it is important to focus on the
technological aspects, however the
manufacturing process takes various
forms. Take the example of the car which
you bought directly from the market or
imported it. It seems like every vehicle
is a Completely Built Unit (CBU),
meaning that it was manufactured,
assembled at one place and ready to sell.
Well, that is not the case always. Let us
throw some light on the various
manufacturing processes in auto
industry and their pros and cons.
Assembly of Automobile operations
generally performed by the imported
and locally produced parts.
The imported parts are classified
generally into two categories.

CKD-Complete Knock Down
Completely Knock Down, also known
as CKD is a manufacturing process in
automotive field, where the parts are
exported completely as they are and it
gets reassembled into finished product
in selling country. Usually, CKD kits are
exported to countries where automotive
industry is at high development stage
and indigenization facilities of parts
already established.
Import of CKD is generally viable for
feasible units of sales due to concessional
rate of custom and other taxes on such
parts which are not yet manufactured
in the country. The CKD kit can be
reduced step by step by deleting those

parts which are indigenized by the
importer thus making the product viable
by reducing the cost of imported CKD
parts on one hand, low per unit cost of
CKD freight charges, low import cost
etc.
However, CKD operations requires high
capital investment for the establishment
of Assembling facilities to convert CKD
into CBU by investing in Spot Welding
, ED coating, Paint Shop , an Assembly
line, and other infra structure facilities
additionally large number of work force
is also require to complete the
operations. However to maintain the
project viable and to compete with
competitors and to gain customer
confidence it is always feasible to have
CKD operations.

SKD - Semi Knock Down
Whereas SKD stands for Semi Knock
Down, in which components are
partially disassembled into few
units before exporting it to another
country.
Unlike CKD kits, SKD kits are exported
to the areas/foreign countries where
automotive industry is in its low
development stage, however there is no
high capital cost required to develop
complete assembling facilities as mostly
the SKD imported parts are welded and
painted, only an assembly line and
testing facilities are required to assemble
and to check the vehicle quality.
The main disadvantage of SKD
operations are;
The rate of Custom duty and other taxes
are charged as of CBU.
No significant savings in freight charges.
Customer confidence on SKD operations
are always weak when compared to CKD
assemblers.
Because of the freight charges and higher
custom duty on SKD kit, SKD vehicle
cannot compete with CKD assembled

vehicles in selling price.
The new AIDP also discourage SKD
operations and there is no incentives on
SKD operations.
Automotive Development Policy (20162021) encourage establishment of new
assembly plant facilities, new and
upgraded models with new technology.
Under this policy there are two types of
investment classified;

Green Field
Brown Field
For Green Field inventors (for Cars and
LCV) there are number of incentives are
available which includes;
Imports of CKD part (Not yet localized
by any competitor) at 10% custom duty
where as 25% custom duty on those
parts for which the local manufacturing
facilities are already available.
This facility is available for five years
and at the end of the fifth year the
manufacture should catch the local
industry level.
Imports of 100 Units of CBU on the 50%
of prevailing rate of Custom duty
One time Imports of Plant equipment
and machines under the specified
SRO.
Brown field investors are categorized as
those already have assembling facilities
but their operations are halted since last
three years due to sales or other
management problems.
Under this category the part are allowed
under the same category as of Green
field but instead of five years as allowed
to Green Field , Brown field investors
are allowed only three years. No other
facilities as available to Green Field
investors in terms of imports of CBU
and import of plant are allowed.
AIDP 2016-21 did not speak about
facilities neither for Green nor for Brown
field investment for farm tractors and
two and three Wheelers assembly
operations.
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Challenges of Pakistan Automobile
Industry

Pakistan Automobile Industry plays a
very important role in the development
of a nation as the demand for
transportation increases along with
development. It is one of the major
industrial sectors of an economy. Over
the years, Pakistan has achieved
reasonable economic growth with the
stable unemployment rate and a rise in
foreign investments in recent years. As
a result, the purchasing power of
individuals has risen along with the
demand for cars, motorbikes and
commercial vehicles.
The demand ranges from luxury buses
to small carriers. To meet these
demands, Pakistan depends on
imported new and reconditioned
vehicles as car are not manufactured in
Pakistan but assembled only. A huge
number of vehicles and auto parts are
imported every year, which includes
reconditioned cars by spending a huge
amount of foreign currency

BACKGROUND REALITY
It was in early 50s that Pakistan saw its
first vehicle in the form of Bedford truck.
At t hat time the serv ices and
manufacturing sector had almost no
contribution towards the economy as
Pakistan's economy was completely
agrarian and regularized.
After de-regularization the industry took
to t he p at h of growt h. Major
developments in the sector came in mid

80s and early 90s when major Japanese
car makers entered the Pakistani market
like Suzuki, Toyota, and Honda etc. Over
the years the sector saw many ups and
downs and came out to become one of
the biggest engineering sectors in
Pakistan. With the arrival of Japanese
car makers, Pakistan saw technology,
job creation and investment coming into
Country.

CURRENT SITUATION
AND THREATS
The auto sector faced a big blow in 201819 when the world saw its biggest
financial crisis. Pakistan auto industry
also show the trend of decreasing every
day due to many reasons like the
economic condition of Pakistan has not
been in a good weather sadly. Moreover,
the effects are escalated on both the

consumer and production side in every
sector of Automobile as well as other
industries.High-end taxes were being
imposed and now you might have come
across sky high prices of cars in auto
industry of Pakistan.
At present Honda Atlas cars, Toyota
Indus Motors Pakistan has plan to cut
down its annual production target from
30 to 40% cars due to the current
economic, political situation and
expectation of lower sales for year 201920.
The biggest engineering sector of
Pakistan however has to face a lot of
problems, rising fuel price has pushed
up the cost of production.
The devaluation of rupee against Dollar
and Yen which has spiked up the input
costs and foreign exchange risk, is also
of the utmost concern for the sector,
because of its dependency on the import
of critical parts from Thailand, Japan,
and Korea etc. Apart from these costs
auto-sector also has to face the in
consistent and irrational government
policies. Furthermore, overnight
changes, lack of long term vision and
thorough research before policy division
and improvisation is also impeding
growth of the sector.

CONCLUSION
Despite quick recovery, serious efforts
are needed to bring the auto sector to
the pre-recessionary level. Special
revision is needed on FED and other
taxes as well as the used vehicles import
policies. The government should support
the new entrants but not at the expense
of the existing players. If these issues
are taken into consideration with the
consultation of all the stakeholders then
the auto sector would surely come back
to the pre-recessionary level.
By: Nadeem Aftab
Head of Production
Plastech Autosafe
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Master Motor and Carfirst
Jointly Offer Changan
Exchange Program to Customers
Trade In Your Old Car For A Brand New Changan
With CarFirst
CarFirst, Pakistan’s most trusted used
car trading platform and Master Motors
a Joint Vent ure with Changan
International bring the “Changan
Exchange Program” to Pakistan.
Customers will be able to bring their
used cars of any brand and any age and
exchange with brand new Changan
vehicles at Changan 3S dealerships. The
program initiative will commence from
Changan Yazdani Motors located at
EBM Causeway, Korangi in Karachi later
it will be offered at all 13 Changan 3S
dealerships nationwide.
The Changan Exchange Program allows
customers to own a brand new Changan
with three hassle-free steps. Customers
just need to visit a Changan dealership,
have their used car inspected and priced,
and instantaneously sell their used car
to CarFirst and buy their brand new
Changan from the Changan 3S
dealership. With this program, as
opposed to finding a buyer for your used
car, you can conveniently and
transparently sell your used car to
CarFirst. Customers who opt for this
program will receive priority facilities
including an expedited delivery for their
new Changan.
Commenting on this, Raja Murad Khan,
CarFirst’s CEO said, “ Our Changan
Exchange Program provides our
customers with a quick and convenient
way of upgrading their car by trading in
their old one for a new Changan. This
program is one of many ways of selling
a car through CarFirst, for many of our
customers, our Changan Exchange
Program is seen as a quick hassle-free
option since they can have their used
car inspected, priced, and sold under
one roof and also drive away with a new
Changan by paying only the difference.
We are looking to further expand this
program to other cities on a similar
scale.”
Commenting on this, Danial Malik, CEO

Master Motors Ltd said, ”Our aim is to
facilitate automotive users with a
complete solution under one roof,
Changan is proud to be the first OEM
in Pakistan to partner with experts for
a car exchange program to address the
concern of resale value. Through the
Changan Exchange Program powered
by CarFirst, our customers can
seamlessly trade in their used car for
brand new Changan. At Changan we are
continuously driving Pakistan’s
automotive industry forward through
innovation, and playing our role as the
leading automotive manufacturer by
producing technologically advanced,
high quality vehicles at an affordable
price point for the young and growing
middle class of Pakistan”

About Master Motors
Master Motors Ltd is a joint venture
between Master Motor Corporation Ltd.
and Changan International Corporation
with an investment of $100 million
f ocusing on manufacturing and

exporting Right Hand Drive (RHD)
vehicles to countries like South Africa,
Malaysia, Indonesia, etc. For now, the
company is working on the production
of passenger and light commercial
vehicles. MML has launched Changan
M-9, 1-ton Pickup with 9×5 ft deck and
Changan Karvaan, a seven-seater luxury
van with Dual A/C in April 2019. The
company has built a state-of-the-art
plant in Karachi with a production
capacity of 30,000 vehicles per annum
within the record time of 13 months.
With an ever expanding 3S dealer
network, Changan currently has 13
dealerships nationwide offering full
range of spare parts and after sales
support in all major cities of Pakistan.
Master Motors has 30 years of
automotive manufacturing heritage
ranging from automobile parts for
OEMs to producing commercial
vehicles. Master Motors produces range
of global commercial brands like
Mitsubishi Fuso, Foton-Daimler, IVECO
and Yutong bus.
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2 Days Technical Training Session-2019 by team JwForland on
Trouble shooting steps, Turbo Diesel Engine & Training on Warranty Module
System (WMS) held on 22nd and 23rd July-2019 at assembly plant in Lahore
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Chery sells 325,000 units
in first half of 2019,
up 8.5%

In the first half of 2019, Chery Holding
sold 325,000 units, including 285,000
independent-branded units, up 8.5
percent year on year, continuing to
maintain growth
According to the semiannual sales report
recently released by Chery Holding
Group (Chery Holding), in the first half
of 2019, Chery Holding sold 325,000
units, including 285,000 independentbranded units, up 8.5 percent year on
year, continuing to maintain growth.
Chery’s brands all performed strongly
in the first half of 2019. Since the
beginning of this year, Chery has
positively coped with the policy of China
VI emission standards which will come
into effect soon across the country, all
key products of two series.
Arrizo and Tiggo have achieved vertical
switches, newly-launched star models
up to China VI emission standards like
new-generation Tiggo 8, Tiggo 4 HERO
and Arrizo GX/EX Pro have achieved
steady sales growth. Chery’s new energy
vehicle sales were up 10.1 percent. The
100,000th unit of star model “ANT”
rolled off the line within only 28 months
since its launch, to become the first
electric vehicle that achieved a
cumulative output and sales volume

of over 100,000 units based on a
domestic forward electric vehicle R&D
platform;
New energy vehicle Arrizo 5e was
exported to Central and South America
for the first time. Chery Holding’s other
products such as special vehicle, REV
and logistics vehicle also soared to
increase the sales of its commercial
vehicle sector by 90.2 percent.
Chery’s steady development has been
attributable from its perseverance in
“technology-based development” and
systematic capacity building. Chery has
grasped key automotive technologies,
progressively filled gaps and kept
breaking technology monopolies from
engine technology to automatic
t r an s m i s si o n , c h as s i s , en g i n e
management system and platform
technologies. In recent years, Chery has
further developed in the direction of
new energy, IoV, intelligence and
sharing. To date Chery has applied for
17,899 patents and obtained 11,513
patents, ranking top in China’s
automobile industry.
In the perspective field of smart
mobility, Chery has completed the R&D
of first-generation and secondgeneration self-driving products, and

will realize L3 conditional automatic
driving in 2020 and L4 high-level
automatic driving in 2025.
At the recent “2019 Chery Lion Ecology
Alliance Conference” hosted by Chery,
nearly 100 internet companies,
technology companies and auto-related
enterprises reached an “alliance”
agreement with focus on Chery’s
strategic intelligence brand-“Chery
Lion”. In the future, members of the
“alliance” will jointly overcome
difficulties in fields such as mobility,
smart city, 5G application, IoV user
service and intelligent vehicle network
information security, to expand the
“ecosphere” of smart mobility.
With focus on the automotive value
chain, Chery Holding has developed into
a diversified holding group operating in
sectors such as automobile, automotive
parts, finance, shipping, real estate and
modern services. In 2017 and 2018,
Chery’s annual sales exceeded 100
billion yuan for two years in a row. With
cumulative sales of 7.5 million units and
accumulative exports of over 1.5 million
units in the core sectors, Chery has been
China’s largest passenger vehicle
export er for 16 straight years.
SOURCE: Chery
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Another mega economic zone
planned in Faisalabad
The Faisalabad Industrial Estate
Dev elop ment and Management
Company (FIEDMC) will construct
another mega economic zone in
F aisalabad , d iscl osed F IED MC
Chairman Mian Kashif Ashfaq.
Talking to The Express Tribune, Ashfaq
said the company, which was already
running a Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
in Pakistan, would build another zone,
named the Allama Iqbal Industrial City,
over 3,270 acres of land. The existing
SEZ is called the M-3 Industrial City.
“The new industrial city will create
250,000-300,000 jobs and 350-400
mega industrial units will be set up in
it,” he said. “The management has
prepared a framework to accelerate work
on the industrial estate,” he said, voicing
hope that national and foreign investors
would invest in the new industrial zone.
Ashfaq revealed that the company had
received encouraging response from
investors and a few international
companies had also signed memoranda
of understanding (MOUs) for injecting
capital into the SEZ.

He was of the view that the industrial
city would attract millions of dollars in
foreign direct investment.
“A portion has been allocated for small
and medium-sized industrial units to
promote the small and medium
enterprise (SME) sector,” he highlighted.
“This portion will not only facilitate
small traders but will also promote new
SMEs in the industrial estate.”
PM directs Board of Investment to
harmonise business laws
The other industrial estate (M-3
Industrial City) occupies over 4,500
acres of land, which has been allocated
to domestic and foreign companies.
“This is Pakistan’s largest industrial
estate and prominent Chinese spinning
mills have also invested for setting up
spinning mills of 600,000 spindles,” he
added. “FIEDMC has completely
allocated the available land and will
develop another 3,270 acres under the
second phase.”
The federal government has planned to
establish nine prioritised SEZs under
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor

(CPEC) but there has been no
meaningful progress on these zones so
far, which are critical for attracting
Chinese investment into Pakistan.
FIEDMC Chief Operating Officer Aamir
Saleemi said the state-of-the-art Allama
Iqbal Industrial City would accelerate
industrial activities in the city.
“We have massive number of investors
from Pakistan and abroad and the
industrial estate will meet needs of new
manufacturing units,” he said. “China,
the UK, the UAE and many other
countries are investing in these
industrial estates.”
However, Saleemi did not share details
of prospective new investment in the
Allama Iqbal Industrial City.
Car manufacturing firms like Hyundai
and Renault had already set up their
assembly units in the FIEDMC zone, he
pointed out. “Steel, textile, engineering,
chemical, plastic and pharmaceutical
companies are also setting up their units
here.”
Published in The Express Tribune, July
14th, 2019.

Allama Iqbal Industrial City under CPEC to be
inaugurated in October by PM Imran Khan
Prime Minister Imran Khan will
inaugurate state-of-the-art Allama Iqbal
Industrial City fully equipped with
modern infrastructure during the first
week of upcoming October to house
foreign and local investors besides giving
impetus to economic activities in the
country.
Mian Kashi f Ashfaq, chairman
Faisalabad Industrial Es tate
Dev elopment and Management
Company (FIEDMC), said this while
talking to the media here on Thursday.
Appreciating economic policies of Prime
Minister Imran Khan, he said the
incumbent government has focused on
the economic growth in the country.
With trade and investment being an
important pillar of the present
government’s foreign policy there is a
p osi t iv e sen ti men t amon g t he
international community towards the
country s economy which needs to be
tapped, he added.

About Allama Iqbal Industrial City, he
said this is being constructed near
Sahianwala interchange of motorway
under the China Pakistan Economic
Corridor(CPEC). He said this new
industrial city will provide lucrative jobs
to a large number of jobless persons.
According to the plan, new industrial

units of different nature would be
constructed in the Allama Iqbal
Industrial City. Scattered industrial units
are already operating in various
congested localities of the city which
would also be shifted to this new
industrial estate after its completion, he
added.
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Toyota to roll into China's EV market
in GAC Motor vehicle
Toyota & Denso team
up to develop
semiconductors

Denso Corp. and Toyota Motor Corp.
have established a joint venture (JV) to
research and develop next-generation,
in-vehicle semiconductors.
As electronics have penetrated the
automotive market, more
semiconductors are being used in
current and future vehicles. The
companies aim to establish the new
company in April of 2020, focusing on
semiconductors for connected cars,
automated driving, sharing mobility and
electrification.
The JV follows a move by Denso and
Toyota last year to consolidate the
electronic components production and
development functions to Denso.
The partnership will include equity
participation from both companies to
accelerate the speed of development in
n ext- gen erati on semicon du ct or
technologies from the planning phase
when developing mobility services and
vehicles.
The new venture will research basic
structure and processing methods of
next-generation semiconductors and
develop electronic components by
i mp l eme nt i n g se mi con d u ct o rs .

Instead, it will feature the label of GAC
Motor, Toyota's Chinese partner, and
will be built around GAC's lower-cost
technology. The move - a first for Toyota
- will give GAC access to the Japanese
carmaker's stringent quality control,
prestige and sales channel. For Toyota,
it presents a quick way to meet Beijing's
requirements that such vehicles
represent 10 percent of an auto
manufacturer's production by 2019.
According to two company executives
familiar with the matter, Toyota plans
to start selling the GAC Toyota ix4 by
the end of the year. The car is a batterypowered compact SUV based on GAC's
Trumpchi GS4, and has been in
development for two years.
Selling a car derived from a Chinese
partner's vehicle would have been
unthinkable just a few years ago. But the
idea gained momentum at Toyota
because of the Chinese government's
push to get more electric vehicles on the
road, the executives said.
Ford is waiting for regulatory approval
for its partnership, which calls for
designing and manufacturing several
jointly developed no-frills EVs and selling
them through a new China-only brand.
According to Jeff Cai, a Beijing-based
senior director at JD Power & Associates,
some of GAC's cars, such as the
Trumpchi GS8 crossover SUV, already
stack up well head-to-head with vehicles
marketed by global automakers.
Under the new Chinese regulations
taking effect next year, carmakers must
amass credits for so-called new-energy
vehicles equivalent to 10 percent of

annual sales by 2019. That level rises to
12 percent for 2020. New-energy vehicles
are defined as all-electric battery and
plug-in electric hybrid cars.
Although the ix4 gives Toyota a cheaper
and quicker way to meet the quota, it
also shows the company's anxiety about
getting a toehold in the Chinese EV
market before its own all-battery vehicle
is available in 2020, industry officials
and experts said. Until recently, Toyota
was one of the industry's major holdouts against full electrification. The
company had planned to more or less
skip battery-powered cars and turn
instead to hydrogen fuel-cell technology
as a mainstream alternative to gasolinefuelled cars.
But China's seemingly inexorable drive
towards electric cars changed that
attitude. At the Beijing auto show last
month, Toyota unveiled plug-in electric
hybrid versions of its Corolla and Levin,
due to go on sale in 2019. The company
is also developing an all-electric battery
car of its own, which the company has
said should hit the market in 2020.
To be sure, industry officials and analysts
believe GAC Motor cars such as the
Trumpchi GS4 have been developed
through studying global brands' cars,
including those from its partners Toyota
and Honda Motor Co.
Toyota is negotiating to execute a similar
EV deal with its second partner, FAW
Group, but nothing has been finalised,
according to the first Toyota executive.
Both executives declined to provide other
details.

Volkswagen names former BMW, Volvo exec to
strengthen r&d operations in China
Volkswagen Group has named Thomas
Mueller, a former Volvo and BMW
executive, to head its research and
development operations in China.
One of Mueller's key responsibilities
will be to lead the introduction of VW
Group's "ONE China" initiative, which
brings together the r&d units of Audi,
Volkswagen and Volkswagen Group
into a new localized unit offering
i n d e p en d e n ce f ro m Eu r o p ea n
operations, VW said in a statement.
"We will no longer rely on carryover
solutions from Europe. We are further

strengthening our national r&d capacity
to develop in China for China to better
meet Chinese consumers' needs. In
fact, in some areas, we will develop
technologies for the rest of the world,"
said Stephan Woellenstein, VW Group's
China CEO.
VW employs more than 4,500
employees on future technologies in
China and the automaker hopes the
establishment of its own r&d unit will
help create synergies and speed up
research into developments in areas
su c h a s a ut on o mous d r i v i ng .

Mueller, an Automotive News Europe
Rising Star, joined VW Group in 2016
as head of Electrics / Electronics & Car
IT at Audi, based in Germany. Prior to
that, the German national headed
electrics/electronics & e-propulsion at
Volvo. Mueller joined Volvo in 2012
after 13 years at BMW. During his time
at BMW, Mueller held a number of roles
in process and IT strategy and
electrics/electronics processes, before
becoming zdirector of connected drive
at the automaker's headquarters in
Munich, Germany.
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Japanese experts help local
auto parts manufacturers

“Japan’s technical support has helped
local auto parts manufacturers to get
prepared for export market by
improving quality and productivity of
t hei r pr od ucts as pe r w orl d’s
requirements.”
Small and Medium Enterprises
Development Authority (Smeda)
General Manager-Central Support Fuad
Hashim Rabbani stated this while
addressing a ceremony held here to
commemorate completion of the 2nd
term of Smeda-JICA joint project for
technical support of the auto parts
manufacturing industry in Pakistan.
Shigeki FURUTA, Chief Representative
of JICA attended the ceremony as chief
guest while Eina UENO, Project
Formulation Advisor of JICA, Yosihiro
KANEKI, expert of JICA team, Basharat
Javed, vice chairman PAAPAM and
Smeda’s General Manager, Business &
Sector Development Ashfaq Ahmad also
spoke on the occasion.
Fuad Hashim congratulated JICA,
PA APAM and Smed a team f or
completing second term of the four-year
project with tangible improvement in
productivity and quality of the auto parts
production in Pakistan.
He said the auto sector is one of the
rapidly growing sectors in Pakistan.
Its contribution towards the national
economy in the form of technology
transfer, employment and revenue
generation is visible, he said and
appreciated that local vendors had
accepted the challenge of producing auto
parts and sub-assemblies complying

with the benchmark set by the respective
Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs).
The local auto parts manufacturing
industry was lacking competitiveness in
terms of quality, cost and flexibility of
manufacturing systems, which have now
been addressed with the support of
JICA, he said.
He was confident that under this project
sizeable number of auto p arts
manufacturers would emerge as role
model companies in the field of
productivity and quality.
Shigeki FURUTA, Chief Representative
of JICA assured to continue the technical
support for Pakistan’s industry to
compete the world market in respect to
technical know-how and the modern
manufacturing techniques.
He said that to implement Smeda-JICA
project for technical support of the auto
parts manufacturing industry of
Pakistan, a team of five Japanese experts
having more than 40 years’ experience
in Auto industry was brought to Pakistan
for a long period up to four years.
He said that productivity of the sector
had increased to an optimal level,
whereas, the rejection rates to be
witnessed in the manufacturing
processes had reduced to the lowest
possible level.
He said that the SMEs, engaged in auto
parts manufacturing, had a great
potential to compete the world market
and assured to extend the fullest
technical support of JICA to impart the
best practices being exercised in auto

sector of the developed world.
Smeda’s General Manager and Incharge
Industry Support Cell, Ashfaq Ahmad
said that under the project technical
assistance have been provided to 52
target suppliers nominated by PAAPAM
and various OEMs by the Japanese
experts and successfully resolved various
issued related to production and quality
inefficiencies.
He said that considering eagerness of
aut o par ts manufactu rer s an d
implementation status of KAIZEN
activities, 17 target suppliers had been
selected as model companies as against
of 10. It is notable that earlier the fist
term of this project was completed in
2017 in Sindh.
PAAPAM Vice Chairman Basharat Javed
said that the JICA-Smeda programme
has resulted in increasing their
productivity and reducing the rejection
rates in their manufacturing processes.
He urged Smeda and JICA to continue
the programme even after completion
of the set period.
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2nd Term Completion & Project Closing Ceremony
SMEDA-JICA Project on Technical Support to Auto Parts Manufacturing
Industry of Pakistan held in Karachi on 25th July-2019
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KORTA Karachi Trade Center
Organized Autoparts
Collabo 2019, held in Karachi
Korean Embassy with the collaboration
of KORTA (Korea Trade-Investment
Promotion Agency) organized the “2nd
Autoparts Collabo 2019”, conference
and a B2B activity "GATEWAY TO COPROSPERITY" in local hotel, Karachi
on 9th July 2019.
The purpose of the activity was that
Korean part auto parts manufacturer
and machinery supplier are interested
in collaborating with Pakistan's
automotive industry and parts suppliers
to set up Korean base parts supply chain
in Pakistan.
Business consultation, automobile
industry cooperation forum, sample
showcase, visit to factories, and B2B
special business held only for the
automobile industry.
The conference was conducted in two
sessions, during the first session B2B
meetings held with the local automotive
parts manufactures and Korean
companies’ participants.
In second session the welcome address
was given by Ambassador of the
Republic of Korea to Pakistan, Mr. Uh,
Jaesun (Director General, KOTRA
Karachi) given the opening speech of
the programme. Afterward, a technical
presentation has been given by Mr. Ph.
D. Yun, Duk Sun from KATECH Korean
Automotive Technology Institute.
A MOU signing ceremony was held
while in the second session, more then
four MOU sign between Local and
Korean companies.
The event was sponsored by PAAPAM,
Pakist an-Korean Economic and
Friendship Council. The attendants
included 20 Korean Companies and

more than 40 Pakistani Companies.
The potential participants from Pakistan
included Pak-Suzuki, Indus Motor
Company (Toyota), Kia Lucky Motors,
Atlas Honda Cars, Hyundai Nishat, AlHaj FAW, Ghandhara. Local parts
suppliers (vendors) of OEM, members
of PAAPAM, PAMA and Pakistan Board
of Investment (BOI), etc.
While from South Korea the potential
participants were Korean Companies
Participate
Kukdong Press Co Ltd., Daeshin
Machinery, Motrex Co Ltd., Shin Sung
Precision, Ingage Co Ltd., JTS Corp.,
Duck Heung Precision Co Ltd., Motrain
Co Ltd., VPK Inc, NJE Tech, Embiome
Co Ltd., Young International, Yongseon
AMT, Youduk Industry, ZEUS Oil &
Chemicals, Jinheung Brake, Korsiam
Kustom plastic, Fix Robot, Youngshin
Precision, SAMMI Machinery Co Ltd.,
A B2B meeting session has been
arranged with the Korean business
delegation with Pakistani industry.
Korea-Pakistan Auto parts Collabo 2019

provides a venue to explore and develop
partnerships with management
personnel and key staffs from South
Korea’s leading auto parts suppliers as
well as industry experts or management
personnel from Pakistan automotive
sector that is the fastest growing industry
in today’s Pakistan.
A ccor d in g t o new A u to mot i v e
Development Policy 2016-2021, Some
16 companies who got Greenfield status
are KIA Lucky Motors, Hyundai Nishat,
Sazgar Engineering, Regal Automobile,
Khalid Mushtaq, United Motors, Topsun
Motors, Pak-China Motors, United
Motors, and JWForland Auto Park,
Changan Master Motors, Premier
Motors, Al-Futtaim, Khalid & Khalid
Holding and KA Hanteng Motor.
It means that Pakistan has succeeded
in bringing in over one billion dollar
investment in the auto sector alone
through new entrants.
Hyundai is another Korean company
that is partnering with Nishat to launch
cars in Pakistan.
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Volkswagen establishes innovation
and engineering centre California

The VW Bus Really
Is Making A Comeback
Volkswagen is FINALLY putting a
retro Microbus into production!
At the Detroit Auto Show in January,
Volkswagen showed off the I.D. Buzz
concept, an all-electric tribute to the
iconic Microbus of the 1960s (and PM
named it this year's concept car of the
year). This was the latest in a long line
of concepts recalling the Type 2, but this
could very well be one that the company
will actually build. Speaking to Auto
Express, VW brand chief Herbert Diess
said the company has decided to put the
I.D. Buzz into production.
Earlier this year, it was reported that
Diess was championing the I.D. Buzz
heavily within VW, and aimed to have
it in production by 2022. Diess didn't
offer any more detail to Auto Express,
so it's unclear when exactly we'll see the
I.D. Buzz hit the market.
The I.D. Buzz rides on VW's new
Modular Electric Drive (MEB) platform,
which will underpin a host of upcoming
all-electric cars from the German brand.
The first car to ride on this platform,
the Golf-sized I.D. hatchback, is
expected to reach production in 2020.
The MEB platform is ideal for creating
a modern version of the original Type
2. In this platform, the batteries and
electric motors are installed in the floor,
freeing up lots of space for passengers
and cargo. Keeping all the drivetrain
components in the floor will also help
the I.D. Buzz meet modern crash safety
standards without the need to abandon
its iconic flat face.
In concept form, the I.D. Buzz promised
369 hp from electric motors at the front
and rear axle — like an all-wheel drive
Tesla — and 270-miles of electric range.
The concept was also fully self-driving,
but who knows if those capabilities will
be ready for production in 2022.
The return of the Microbus has been a
long time coming, and fans of the
original are no doubt excited by the
possibility of a new model. It's also a
smart call from VW, which needs some
way to change its image following its
diesel-emissions scandal.

Volkswagen Group of America has
ann ou nced the exp ansi on and
rebranding of its California-based
Electronics Research Laboratory (ERL)
with a unique concept vehicle integrating
additive manufacturing. The electric
Type 20 concept car is built from a 1962
Type 2 11-window Microbus and
showcases a variety of experimental 3D
printed parts both in its interior and
exterior. In tandem with its debut, the
ERL has been introduced as the
Innovation and Engineering Center
California (IECC) and is expected to be
the largest Volkswagen vehicle research
facility outside Germany.
The Innovation and Engineering
Center California
Based in Silicon Valley, the former ERL
served as the Volkswagen Group’s
research and innovation hub for over
20 years. Within this time, its employees
grew from three upon in 1998 to more
than 180 engineers, social scientists,
researchers and product designers. This
facility has been responsible for several
vehicle technologies, includ ing
predictive navigation and online speech.
The Type 20 concept car was created to
celebrate the two decades of innovation.
Now, the newly presented IECC will be

comprised of t wo entities: the
Innovation Center California (ICC), one
of three global Group Innovation centers
focused on “lighthouse projects” for VW
Group brands, and the Engineering
Center California (ECC), which will focus
on connected car, intelligent cockpit,
and autonomous driving and parking
develop ment projects i n North
American.
Recently, Audi AG, also expanded
production at its Volkswagen Group R8
facility, the Böllinger Höfe, with a
separate 3D printing department for
custom 3D printed parts, including
auxiliary tools, to save on maintenance
costs. In addition, Volkswagen opened
a new advanced 3D printing center in
Wolfsburg, Germany, housing a range
of cutt ing edge metal addit ive
manufacturing machines.
The Type 20 concept car
As well as bio metric identification, and
a holographic dashboard display, the
Type 20 has used generative design in
collaboration with Autodesk, to develop
3D printed rims, wing mirrors, seating
fixtures, and a steering wheel – for a
more lightweight and streamlined
vehicle.The Type 20, as well as other
project innovations, will be on display.

New record as Toyota sells almost
5000 Hilux bakkies in June
Although June was a subdued month
for the South African vehicle market as
a whole, there was one vehicle that
soared above every other on the market
to set a new monthly sales record. With
a volume of 4770 units, the Toyota Hilux
set a new monthly sales record,
surpassing the previous record set in
2011.
In fact this was more than double what
its nearest bakkie rival achieved, the
Ford Ranger making do with 2029 sales
in June. The Isuzu D-Max/KB was third,
with 1611 sales. Although the Hilux has
consistently topped the South African
sales charts in recent times, after having
been given a good run for its money by
the Ranger in 2016 and 2017, it is rare
for the Toyota bakkie to achieve sales of
more than 4000 units in a single month.
In fact the Hilux was up significantly
over the previous months, having sold
3187 units in May, 2411 in April and
4252 in March.

Double cabs most popular
If you divide the Hilux sales figure into
body styles, the double cab emerged as
most popular in June, with 1885 sales,
versus 1648 for the Xtra cab models and
1237 for the single cabs. Toyota is in the
process of launching its new Legend 50
special edition, while the more hardcore GR-Sport is also set for imminent
release.
“Not only has the Hilux sold more than
1 million units to date (locally), it
continues to be a sales sensation even
in the trying economic climate we are
experiencing,” said Toyota South Africa’s
marketing man Calvyn Hamman.The
overall South African new vehicle market
continued its gradual decline in June,
with overall sales decreasing by 1.6
percent year-on-year, despite an uptick
on the light commercial vehicle front,
evidently spurred by the aforementioned
Hilux figures.
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By Kamal Haider Final Part

Mission Marmot
WINTER SURVIVAL
HOW IT ALL BEGAN?

The lecture was quite fascinating to
Ahmed. He closed this long due
discussion by saying that winter survival
is much easier when you are ready
beforehand to take on the challenge.
Even a bit of preparation ahead of time
makes a world of difference later.
Normally, you can dominate that
impulse with your willpower too.
My team members were almost asleep
by now but I was lying on the ground of
snow basin and was wondering if lying
in a cold grave would be similar to this.
Day 02:
On the next day, we woke up late. We
did not face any hurdles throughout the
night, but we remembered hearing
movement of an unknown animal. After

breakfast, we saw footprints of a leopard
approaching our snowy abode. Perhaps
the beast turned away into bushes after
spotting the torchlight.
After breakfast, Umair started to melt
the snow for drinking water. Usually,
we avoid eating snow during winter
expeditions as you can lose a lot of core
heat by melting snow inside your body
while fever and cough issues can affect
your throats severely.
Now was the time to go further. We did
not destroy our snow made home.
Simply, we lifted our rucksacks and
started to walk gently. The depth of snow
had much increased. We had to make a
new passage through trail-breaking as
nobody passed over it before us.

Resultantly, full force was generating
while trail breaking with heavy loads.
Secondly, the snow was not in a well
composed condition. When we put foot
step on fellow footprint, the built foot
step would not stay properly on the base
and our foot went into the deep snow
again. So, trail breaking was not being
helpful.
To make another shelter, it was
necessary to stop trekking until 3pm.
This time, we marked the area by
measuring with a waterproof sheet. We
repeated the same exercise as last time.
But now the snow tub was much better
than the last shelter.
After two hours of struggling, it was
almost ready to stay. When we tried to
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compact the snow on the ground
through our walk, it was not compact
as the snow was like sand. I suggested
to leave it open for a short period and
amazingly the loose snow got compact
through chilled air, directly. We settled
into this snow container and managed
all luggage according to space capacity.
I checked my socks because wet socks
steal heat faster than dry socks. The
socks were still not wet due to the use
of Gore-Tex shoes made by Scarpa. But
I changed mine with a fresh pair so I
could wear the old socks the following
morning.
The cooking seat was once again
occupied by Umair. The flame was
sparkling in a few minutes. It was a small
flame itself, but the inside area was now
getting warm. A mug of coffee/tea each
of us would be enough to improve the
inside temperature by a few degrees.
Day 03:
Today, we had to prepare a proper cave.
A snow cave is also a shelter constructed
in snow by certain animals, winter
recreational enthusiasts and winter
survivors because, snow is the best
insulator and provides protection from
wind and low temperatures. In fact, this
technique could save your life if you are
caught up in the mountains or mostly
required while summiting a peak or
when you are unable to get back down
at campsite due to uncertain reasons
like bad weather and time lapse factors.
Ahmed had already prepared a cave at
5,850m during summit of Kohsar-Gang
Peak in Shighar valley even he spent
that night without a sleeping bag.
We had not set a particular destination
in this expedition, only a sufficient depth
(06 to 12 feet) of snow was required
where we may dig a cave, amicably.
Ahmed and I searched required place
and we soon found another quarry near
the last snow tub with adequate snow
depth. So there was no need to move
upward to Paya side. The digging
started, but after a little effort, some
bushes appeared. We left this place and
moved on a little ahead. I stopped at
another suitable place. I decided that
regardless of construction type, we must
consolidate the snow so that it retains
its structure strongly. Therefore, we had
to start from this place as there was also
deep snow in a domed shape. And it was
a good decision.
We were doing this work just near Siri
as we wanted to avoid a long walk for
Paya. We tried to differentiate between

the winter expedition and winter
survival through this strategy. For
example, if we scale Makra Peak then it
was a winter expedition not winter
survival.
You must have plenty of drinking water
while digging the cave. Our trained
Zahid started to melt the snow over the
mini stove. The melted water is bitter.
Anyhow, snow caves are rather different
from snow tubs. Digging a cave can be
physically demanding. In perfect
conditions with good snow, you may
need three to four hours to complete a
cave for 2 or 3 people. Ahmed fixed 3
hours. So, I set a strategy to take in a
mini group of diggers that each member
would work for 10 minute intervals
inside the cave, while the other member
will help remove excess snow outside
the cave. Zahid would also prepare warm
soups.
Luckily, the weather was cloudy,
otherwise ultra-heat could severely
disturb us and pace of work as well.
Ahmed took the first step with a shovel
and started digging slightly upwards
into the slope. Aside from an ingress
hole, he tried to keep the space as
enclosed as possible to retain the body
heat while sleeping. This is a simple way
of preparation and effective for smaller
sp aces . A hmed also sugges ted
developing the roof in a domed shape
to prevent dripping on the occupants
and not much wider inside. While,
digging the roof from inside was a
sensitive act because a slight wrong cut
or unnecessary weight or force may
disfigure the thickness of the roof. We
had to take care. Surprisingly, all
members did this art of ancient Mughal’s
works, fantastically.
We made an entrance up to our shoulder
size in width as it led directly into the
main chamber of the cave. The tunnel
entrance was a little below the main
space to retain warm air too. But the
removal of spare snow from inside to

outside the cave was another a high
pressure work. Ahmed brilliantly
prepared a sledge with sleeping
mattress. The sledge works by
transporting loads upon the snow, ice
or bare ground sufficiently as it takes
less force. This was a good way of
transporting spare snow from inside the
cave. Zahid happily offered his service
as the drive to sledge.
Finally, just in two hours, the cave was
now ready to get a warm benefit of calm
sleep. A properly made snow cave can
be 0 degree Celsius (32 degree
Fahrenheit) or warmer inside, even
when outside temperatures are -40
degree Celsius (-40 degree Fahrenheit).
There is a general perception, unless
you can see your breath, your snow
shelter is too warm, and you should cool
it down to prevent the snow from
melting and dripping particularly if you
have to spend more days.
However, this is thought to result in
reduced air ventilation through the snow
cave walls and roof, and thus increased
risk of suffocation. Meanwhile, the
entrance may be partially blocked with
chunks of snow or luggage/rucksacks to
deflect wind and retain heat. Ahmed
appeared to have an idea and he placed
a trekking pole up from the cave out
through the roof.
No doubt, it was also a practice based
mission to enhance the confidence and
skill level for upcoming formal
expeditions. For this type of excursion,
we also assume you have the right gear
and organization.
Keeping in view of all these challenges,
Alhamdulillah! The Koh – Pemaa team
successfully completed awareness plan.
And now it was the right time to make
a U Turn for back-to-home.
By: Kamal Haider
Senior Mountaineer & Rider of
Pakistan
Senior Member of Pakistan Bikers
Club
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Honda Sets Monthly Records for
Automobile Production Worldwide
Need a relook at tax on
hybrid vehicles in
India: Toyota
TKM currently sells its Camry hybrid
priced at Rs 37.50 lakh (ex-showroom
Delhi). It is assembled at the company's
Bidadi plant in Karnataka.
Hybrid vehicle sales in India are
restricted by high taxation and unless it
is reduced, volumes of such cars will
remain low, a top official of Toyota
Kirloskar Motor said. The company,
which has been advocating technology
agnostic approach towards
popularisation of clean energy fuels, said
under the current circumstances further
investments on hybrid vehicles in India
are not feasible.
"If we have to popularise hybrid
technology in India we need to look at
that t axat ion system," T oyo ..
When asked if the current tax structure
is discouraging Toyota from launching
more hybrids in India, he said,"We want
to bring, we have products (in Toyota's
global portfolio) (but) at the moment
taxation system is not favourable".
Toyota has maintained that while the
future of eco-friendly mobility lies in
electric vehicles, road towards full
electric vehicles (EVs) will have to be
bridged through hybrids which needs
support from the government.

Honda recalls another 1.6 mn
vehicles in US over air bags
Honda said Friday it will recall 1.6
million vehicles in the US as it moves
toward wrapping up the process of
replacing defective Takata air bags in
cars sold in America.
Honda said the plan involves Honda
and Acura vehicles with air bag inflators
used in earlier recall repairs.
The company said this recall is being
done six months ahead of a deadline set
by the US National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.
Around 20 people have died in accidents
linked to defects in Takata airbags since
2013, prompting a massive worldwide
recall of at least 100 million cars from
a wide range of manufacturers.
Honda said it has recalled approximately
12. 9 million Honda and Acu ra
automobiles in the US.

Honda Motor Co., Ltd. today announced
a summary of automobile production,
Japan domestic sales, and export results
for the month of May 2019. Production
in Japan for the month of May 2019
experienced a year-on-year increase for
the second consecutive month (since
April 2019).
Production in regions outside of Japan
experienced a year-on-year increase for
the second consecutive month (since
April 2019), setting record high
production for the month of May. This
includes record high production for the
month of May in North America, Asia
and China.
Worldwide production experienced a
year-on-year increase for the second
consecutive month (since April 2019),
also setting record high production for
the month of May.
Total domestic automobile sales in the
Japanese market for the month of May
2019 experienced a year-on-year
increase for the second consecutive
month (since April 2019).
New vehicle registrations experienced

a year-on-year increase for the second
consecutive month (since April 2019).
Sales of mini-vehicles experienced a
year-on-year increase for the second
consecutive month (since April 2019),
setting record high sales for the month
of May.
Vehicle registrations - excluding miniTotal exports from Japan in May 2019
experienced a year-on-year increase for
the second consecutive month (since
April 2019).
Honda Motor Co., Ltd. (TSE:7267 /
NYSE:HMC / LSE:HNDA) is one of the
leading manufacturers of automobiles
and power products and the largest
manufacture of motorcycles in the
world. Honda has always sought to
provide genuine satisfaction to people
worldwide. The result is more than 120
manufacturing facilities in 30 countries
worldwide, producing a wide range of
products, including motorcycles, ATVs,
generators, marine engines, lawn and
garden equipment and automobiles that
bring the company into contact with
over 19 million customers annually.

Hyundai to invest Rs 2k cr
for Rs 10 Lakh e-car
Hyundai is planning to drive in a Rs 10lakh electric car in India, and will spend
over Rs 2,000 crore to develop the
vehicle that will be manufactured at its
Chennai factory.
The car could be a mini SUV, though
different body types such as a premium
hatchback, are also being considered.
It will also be exported across Middle
East, Latin America, Africa and Asia.
The push from the company towards
cleaner mobility comes at a time when
the government is nudging automakers
to work out serious electric-vehicle plans
as pollution worsens across Indian cities,
and rising fuel import bills hit the
national exchequer.
As part of aggressive plans in the electric
space, Hyundai is also looking at having
an electric battery facility in India — on
the lines of one developed by Suzuki and
Toyota in Gujarat — and is speaking to
an array of potential partners.
These include Korean electronics giants
like LG, Samsung SDI and SK
Innovations, apart from some Chinese
companies, Hyundai India MD S S Kim
said. “We are carrying out studies to

determine a totally new and different
product, and this will be an Indiadedicated platform,” Kim told TOI,
adding, “all body styles are being
evaluated” at present. The company
recently launched its global electric
vehicle Kona SUV in India, but this has
been priced upwards of Rs 25 lakh and
is not expected to corner significant sales
numbers due to its premium tag.
Hyundai aims to have a mass-volume
affordable electric model for wider
sections of the market. “We want a price
that should be acceptable to general
customers, and is also aggressive,” Kim
said.
The company plans to develop a supplier
chain for the ambitious vehicle.
“Investment for a new car is around
$200 million, but since this also comes
with a new supply chain, it may be $300
million (over Rs 2,000 crore) or more,”
Kim said.
Asked if the car is being developed
around the Rs 10-lakh price point, he
said, “May be, that is a target.
Hopefully.”
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ADB to lend Pakistan up to $10bn
during next five years

The Asian Development Bank (ADB)
has planned to support Pakistan with
indicative lending of up to $10 billion
for various development projects and
programs during the next five years, the
regional lender said on last month.
ADB held a series of consultations with
the Pakistani government on Monday
to "formulate a new Country Partnership
Strategy (CPS), which will guide ADB’s
engagement in the country from 2020
to 2024", it said.
Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
for the Petroleum Division Nadeem
Babar, Secretary for the Economic
Affairs Division Noor Ahmed, ADB
Senior Advisor for Central and West
Asia Muhammad Ehsan Khan, ADB
Country Director for Pakistan Xiaohong
Yang, and ADB’s Director for Regional
Cooperation and Operations Safdar
Parvez, and representatives of the
provincial governments attended the
consultations.
The officials discussed several
development and economic issues
including the implementation of energy
sector reforms, and the challenges and
priorities the country partnership
strategy should address. Provincial
government representatives also
out lin ed key feat ures of their
development and growth strategies, the
ADB said in a press statement.

IMF approves threeyear $6bn bailout
package for Pakistan
"The new country partnership strategy
is being formulated at an important
juncture. ADB's concessionary and
resu lt - ori en te d assi st ance wi ll
strengthen the government's efforts to
address fiscal imbalances through
meaningful and robust reform programs
and development projects," said SAPM
Nadeem Babar.
"The consultations today signify the
enduring partnership between the
government and the people of Pakistan
and ADB, and ADB's vital support to
Paki st an i n o ve rco mi ng t hese
development challenges."
The announcement follows an approval
by the Executive Board of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) last
week for a three-year US$6 billion loan
to support Pakistan's economy.
ADB said the five-year strategy would
"co mp leme nt effo rt s by o t her
development partners".
"ADB’s partnership strategy will be
ali gned with t he gov ernment's
development vision and policies, and is
expected to introduce new approaches
to development financing in urban
services, energy security, transport,
agriculture and water resources,

education, trade, and tourism," said
ADB Country Director Xiaohong Yang.
"It will prioritise innovation, analytical
support, public–private partnership,
and the application of new technologies.
ADB plans to provide about $2.1 billion
out of $3.4 billion funds to support
Pakistan's reform and development
pr og rams dur ing fisc al year
2019–2020."
In addition to public sector investments,
ADB said it would increase its private
sector operations in Pakistan to
stimulate growth and revitalise exports.
"The new CPS will also support the
roadmap for Pakistan's economic
linkages with its neighboring countries,
particularly through the Central Asia
Regional Economic Cooperation
(CAREC) program," it said.
More detailed strategic consultations
would be held in the provinces with the
l o ca l go v e rn m e n t s an d o t h er
stakeholders including academia, civil
society, the private sector, and other
development partners in the next stage,
it added.
Pakistan became a founding member of
ADB in 1966 and since then has received
$32 billion in project assistance from
the regional lender.
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Car / Light Vehicle Price List
TOYOTA COROLLA

SUZUKI
Ex Factory
Price

Model
Model

New Alto 660CC VX
New Alto 660CC VXR
New Alto 660CC VXL AGS
WAGON-R VXR 1000cc Euro II
WAGON-R VXL 1000cc Euro II
SUZUKI SWIFT 1.3L DLX MT
SUZUKI SWIFT 1.3L Automatic
CULTUS VXR MT 1000cc
CULTUS VXL MT 1000cc
CULTUS VXL AGS 1000cc
BOLAN VX 80cc EURO II
BOLAN CARGO
RAVI PICK-UP STD 800cc E2
SUZUKI MEGA CARRY 1.5 MT
SUZUKI CIAZ (A/T) 1400cc
SUZUKI CIAZ (M/T) 1400cc
JIMMY 1328cc JLSX MT
APV 1.5L GLX MT (Petrol)

Rs. 1,135,000
Rs. 1,238,000
Rs. 1,433,000
Rs. 1,540,000
Rs. 1,625,000
Rs. 1,905,000
Rs. 2,050,000
Rs. 1,745,000
Rs. 1,855,000
Rs. 1,975,000
Rs. 1,050,000
Rs. 1,015,000
Rs. 956,000
Rs. 1,365,000
Rs. 2,300,000
Rs. 2,500,000
Rs. 2,618,000
Rs. 3,460,000

HONDA
Model
Honda
Honda
Honda
Honda
Honda
Honda
Honda
Honda
Honda
Honda
Honda
Honda

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

K01 997CC, 2700mm
K07 997CC, 6 Seater
K0711 997CC, 6 Seater, 2019
C37 1500CC, 11 Seater
Prince Glroy 580T 1499cc

Model

Price

Brand New Toyota Hilux Pickup, 4x2, 2494cc
Single Cabin, White only, Hilux STD

Rs. 3,455,500

Toyota Hilux Pickup D/C 4x4 (E)
Model

Price

Toyota HILUX 2494cc, Diesel Turbo
Charger Common Rail Engine,
4x4 Double Cabin - Standard Model

Rs. 5,256,500

ISUZU D-MAX

2,767,000
2,967,000
Price
3,117,000
3,517,000
3,767,000
4,417,000
2,327,000
2,507,000
2,387,000
2,557,000
2,557,000
2,717,000

PRINCE DFSK PAKISTAN

Price
Rs. 2,505,000
Rs. 2,605,000
Rs. 2,755,000
Rs. 2,855,000
Rs. 3,155,000
Rs. 3,455,000
Rs. 3,505,000
Rs. 3,705,000
Rs. 8,000,000

Toyota Hilux Pickup 4x2 s/c

Price

BR-V i-VTEC 1500cc MT
BR-V i-VTEC 1500cc CVT
Modeli-VTEC 1500cc CVT
BR-V-S
Civic i-VTEC 1800cc
Civic i-VTEC 1800cc Oriel
Civic RS Turbo 1500cc
HYUNDAI
City 1.3L Manual
City 1.3L Automatic
City 1.5L Manual
City 1.5L Automatic
Aspire Manual 1.5L
Aspire Automatic

Model

Model
XLI VVT-i 1.3L M/T
XLI VVT-i 1.3L A/T
GLI VVT-i 1.3L M/T
GLI VVT-i 1.3 A/T
ALTIS 1.6L Dual VVT-i A/T
ALTIS 1.8L Dual VVT-i A/T
Corolla Altis M/T SR 1.8L (Grande CVT)
Corolla Altis A/T SR 1.8L (Grande CVT)
FORTUNER A/T 4x2 2694CC Petrol

Model
Hi-Spark - 4X2 Single Cabin Deckless
Intercooler Turbo 2499cc
Hi-Spark - 4X2 Single Cabin
Intercooler Turbo 2499cc
Hi-Lander - 4X4 Single Cabin
Intercooler Turbo 2499cc
Hi-Lander 4X4 Double Cabin
Intercooler Turbo 2499cc
V-Cross 4X4 Double Cabin M/T (LG)
Intercooler Turbo 2499cc
V-Cross 4X4 Double Cabin A/T (LG)
Intercooler Turbo 2499cc

TOYOTA
REVO
DAIHATSU

Price

Model & Price

Rs. 995,000
Rs.1,199,000
Rs.1,125,000
Rs.1,999,000
Rs.3,490,000

Vigo Champ-V
MT
Revo
G M/T 1GD-FTV
2755cc
5,606,500
Revo
V A/T 1GD-FTV
2755cc
Vigo Champ-G
AT
6,256,500

Monthly AutoMark Magazine - International

Rs. 2,800,000
Rs. 3,000,000
Rs. 4,300,000
Rs. 4,500,000
Rs. 5,000,000
Rs. 5,400,000

FAW MOTORS
Model
FAW Carrier DL 1000cc
FAW Carrier 1000cc STD
FAW Carrier 1000cc
(Flat Bed)
FAW XPV 1000cc Std
FAW XPV-Dual A/C
FAW XPV-Dual A/C PE
(Power Edition)

Price updated July2019

Price

FAW V2 1300cc M/T
Local Assembled

Price
Rs. 1,034,000
Rs. 1,054,000
Rs. 1,044,000
Rs. 1,189,000
Rs. 1,249,000
Rs. 1,289,000
Rs. 1,499,000
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Rs. 41,800/=
Rs. 43,800/=
Sr./
Product &
Model Name
No.
1. Honda CD-70
2. Honda CD Dream
3. United US 70
4. Road Prince Bullet
5. Road Prince 70cc
6. Unique UD-70
7. Super Power SP-70
8. Super Power Deluxe
9. Super Star SS-70
10. Hi-Speed SR-70
11. Ravi Premium R1
12. Ravi Hamsafar-70

Retail Price
Rs. 72,500/=
Rs. 76,500/=
Rs. 50,500/=
Rs. 50,500/=
Rs. 44,500/=
Rs. 50,500/=
Rs. 50,500/=
Rs. 55,000/=
Rs. 52,000/=
Rs. 49,000/=
Rs. 52,000/=
Rs. 52,000/=

125/150/200cc Motorcycle
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Brand & Model Name

Retail Price

Honda CG-125 STD
Rs. 120,500/=
Honda CG-125F
Rs. 165,500/=
Honda CG-125S
Rs. 142,500/=
Honda CB-150F
Rs. 200,500/=
United US-125 Euro 2 Rs. 77,000/=
Road Prince 125cc
Rs. 75,000/=
RP WEGO 150cc
Rs. 200,000/=
Super Power SP 125cc Rs. 69,000/=
Super Power Archi 150cc Rs. 140,000/=
Super Power SP 200cc Rs. 2,00,000/=
Unique UD 125cc
Rs. 80,000/=
Unique UD 150cc Crazer Rs. 165,000/=
Super Star SS-125
Rs. 73,000/=
Super Star SS-125 DLX Rs. 88,000/=
Hi-Speed SR-125cc
Rs. 76,000/=
Hi-Speed Infinity SR-150 Rs. 175,000/=
Hi-Speed SR-200 Freedom Rs. 220,000/=
Metro MR-125 Regular Rs. 67,000/=
Ravi Piaggio Storm 125 Rs. 108,000/=
Yamaha YBR-125Z
Rs. 130,500/=
Yamaha YBR-125G (2018) Rs. 153,000/=
Yamaha YBR-125
Rs. 147,000/=
Crown 125cc Spokes
Rs. 84,600/=
Zxmco ZX-125-Euro II Rs. 71,600/=
Zxmco ZX-200cc
Rs. 2,45,000/=

Sr./
No.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Product &
Model Name
Bionic AS-70
Crown 70cc Jazba+
Metro Premier+ 70cc
Union Star
Ms Jaguar MS 70

( DREAM)

Zxmco ZX-70 Regular
Leader LD-70
Royal Star 70cc

Retail Price
Rs. 48,500/=
Rs. 52,900/=
Rs. 45,600/=
Rs. 47,000/=
Rs. 43,800/=
Rs. 42,300/=
Rs. 44,000/=
Rs. 45,800/=

100cc/110cc Motorcycle
No. Brand & Model Name
1. Honda Pridor
2. United US-100 Euro 2
3. Road Prince 110cc
4. Unique UD-100
5. Super Power SP-100
6. Hi-Speed Classic SR-100
7. Hi-Speed Alpha SR 100
8. Super Star SS-100
9. Crown CR-100 DLX
10. Zxmco ZX-100-SS

Retail Price
Rs. 95,500/=
.
Rs. 46,000/=
Rs. 80,000/=
Rs. 60,000/=
Rs. 51,000/=
Rs. 90,000/=
Rs. 57,000/=
Rs. 61,200/=
Rs. 51,600/=

Suzuki Motorcycle
No.

Product &
Retail Price
Model Name
1. GS-150 SE Euro-II
Rs. 188,000/=
2. GD 110S Self Start
Rs. 158,000/=
3. GS-150
Rs. 170,000/=
4. NEW GR-150
Rs. 254,000/=
5. Sprinter
Rs. 119,900/=
6. Gixxer 150cc Blue
Rs. 549,000/=
7. Gixxer Black/Red
Rs. 539,000/=
Heavy Bikes
Product &
Sr./
Retail Price
Model Name
No.
1. Inazuma GW 250
Rs. 599,000/=
2. Intruder M800
Rs. 1,700,000/=
3. Hayasuba GSX1300R Rs. 2,600,000/=
4. Bandit GSF650SA
Rs. 14,50,000/=
5. Honda ADA CB250F
Rs. 6,40,000/=
6. Super Power Sultan-250 Rs. 2,90,000/=

Prices updte July-2019
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